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BACKGROUND

1

MUSEUM

HISTORY

Museum derives from the Greek word, "mouseim." A
mouseim is a building sacred to the muses, goddesses of the
arts and sciences, where the devout left their offerings.
Museums originated from private art collections made by
individuals or institutions.
One of the earliest museums was the Museum of
Alexandria, a research institute for scholars.

Continuing

for over seven centuries, it preserved such disparate
objects as statues of thinkers, votive offerings,
astronomical and surgical instruments, elephant tusks, and
rare animal hides.

During the Middle Ages, churches,

monasteries and universities in Europe collected illuminated
manuscripts, ecclesiastical regalia and relics, as did
Buddhists in the monasteries.
In the New World, public museums were established very
early.

One of the greatest national complexes for art,

history and science was originated in the 1840s. The
complex is the Smithsonian Institute, which was a gift of
the English chemist, James Smithson, to the United States
Government.
Since the beginning of the public museum and even in
today's society, there has been a sharp increase in museum
visitors.

The range of visitors has broadened greatly.

Museums reach out to new kinds of visitors—handicapped,
lonely senior citizens, and the socioeconomically
disadvantaged.

One complex includes a coordinator of

services for the handicapped; another, specially trained
guides attend to the deaf.

Many other galleries cooperate

with the consumer in acquiring projects chosen by them.

One

example is ethnic groups who wish to exhibit artworks by
compatriots or senior citizens and also assist in setting up
window boxes.
One-third of the world's museums are in the U.S. and
of those, most are history museums.

Many serve the history

of a nation or are more limited in scope to regional
museums, historical societies, and museums of city history.
Historical sites such as the Roman Ruins, Pueblo Indian
Cliff Dwellings, Battlefields of Waterloo and humble peasant
farms are revered as very precious collections of the arts.
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El Paso has a beauty that commands the affection of the
longtime resident and the newcomer alike.
charm lies in its infinite contrasts:

The secret of its

modern office build-

ings that reach into the clear Southwest air and centuriesold mission bells still calling the faithful, the dry warmth
of a summer day and the coolness of a star studded night.
The city of El Paso, Texas and its neighboring city of
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, make up the largest urban center in
the United States-Mexico border.

Already with a combined

population of over 1.5 million, the cities continue to grow
and expand for a variety of reasons.
El Paso maintains one of the sunniest and driest
climates for a major United States city.

This serves as a

principal attraction for retirement living as well as
vacationing.

The rich, traditional American/Mexican bi-

national culture is also a tremendous advantage in
attracting newcomers.

El Paso is seen by many as the

"Gateway to Mexico," thus promoting a healthy tourism trade
in the city.

El Paso offers a wide variety of cultural

events and entertainment as well as a wide array of city
services while maintaining a relatively low property
valuation tax.
Another definite advantage of the El Paso/Juarez
complex is the good relations between the United States and

Mexico.

While Mexico services a 90 billion dollar deficit,

trade relations and tourism remain strong between the two
countr ies.
Location
El Paso is at the far west corner of Texas and at the
center of the Southern New Mexico border.

Across the Rio

Grande River is the Mexican City of Juarez with a population
of approximately 1 million.

At an elevation of 3700 feet.

El Paso, is the lowest all-weather pass through the Rocky
Mountains.

Within the city limits. El Paso's elevation

extends to 7192 feet, atop the Franklin Mountains.

El Paso

is centrally located midway between the coast of the Gulf of
Mexico and the Pacific Ocean on the International Boundary
between the United States and Mexico.
Since the first appearance of Europeans on the North
American Continent, it has been a major crossroads for
continental north-south and east-west traffic.

As a

division point for motor, railroad, and air traffic, it is
an ideal location related to the Southwest and most of the
United States west of the Mississippi, as well as major
portions of Latin America.
History
El Paso literally means "the pass."

Before it was

settled it was known as Chiros Bravos (the place of the wild
goats).

In 1581, the Rodriques/Chamuscado expedition

visited the El Paso area and crossed the Rio Grande near El
Paso.

In 1659, the first permanent European settlement was

established in the El Paso Valley and the Mission of
Guadalupe was erected.

The mission still stands on the

central square of Cuidad Juarez.

In 1680, Spanish colonists

were driven out of New Mexico and accompanied by Tigua
Indian refugees, they settled in 1681 in Ysleta within the
present El Paso city limits.

A trading post was erected in

central El Paso in 1848 and during the same year a United
States military post that was to become Fort Bliss was
created.
By 1850, there were four settlements here on the
American side:

Magoffinsville, Concordia, Smith's Ranch,

and Hart's Mill.

In July of 1852 the Post Office was

established with the official name of El Paso, El Paso
County.

The town was incorporated in June of 1873.

El Paso

commemorated its four centuries "81" quadricentennial in
1981.
Climate
El Paso's average daily high temperature in January is
57 degrees.

The average nightly low temperature in July is

70 degrees.

Summer temperatures seldom exceed 100 degrees.

Cool climate and low humidity create pleasant and moderate
summer and winter living conditions.
precipitation is 7.8 inches.

Average annual

El Paso has more days of

sunshine than any other city in the United States.

The sun

has failed to shine only 53 of the last 6,743 days (July 6,
1984).

On winter nights, the temperature stays above 32

degrees 50% of the time.

Temperatures below 10 degrees are

rare, having occurred only 28 times in 80 years.

Small

amounts of snow fall but seldom remain on the ground more
than a few hours.
Economy
The bustling economy of El Paso rests on many factors.
Prominent among these are the "five C's":

cattle, copper,

cotton, climate, and clothing.
True to its cowboy heritage. El Paso maintains a 250
million dollar cattle industry.

The Phelps-Dodge Refining

Corporation, operating the world's largest electrolytic
copper refinery, contributes millions of dollars a year to
the local economy by turning out 99.96% pure copper.

Cotton

is another of El Paso's multi-million dollar industries.
The annual yield per acre is four times the national
average.

Naturally, with the sun shining 83% of all

possible hours, the climate is a major asset to El Paso.

El

Paso is also a leading city in apparel manufacturing,
housing 60 plants employing over 17,000 people.

More denim

cloth is cut in El Paso than in any other city in the world.
Petroleum refining and distribution of natural gas are
two important segments of the local economy as well as boot
manufacturing and electronics.

Major military expenditures

in the area contribute over 627 million dollars into the El

Paso economy.

Fort Bliss Army Air Training Center is the

air defense training center for the entire world.
The design area of this project lies within the area
referred to by the city as the Central Planning Area.

While

it maintains a retail-office/business atmosphere during the
daytime working hours, evening activity is completely
undesirable.

The CPA has the second lowest income per

capita of the five planning areas in El Paso, higher only
than the adjacent lower valley area.
Population
El Paso's population increased 32% during the period
from 1970-1980 to rank 4th in the state and 28th in the
nation.

El Paso grew from a population of 15,906 in 1900 to

435,259 in 1980.

The County and Standard Metropolitan

Survey Area (SMSA) 1980 population was 479,899.
per household averages 3.3 persons.

Population

The proportion of

racial categories are White 58.67%, Black 3.2%, Indian 0.3%,
Asian and Pacific Islander 0.8% and other 36.5%.

Persons of

Spanish origin comprise 62.5% of the city's population of
61.9% of the county's population for 1988 forecast a
population of 575,000 for the El Paso SMSA and over 1.1
million for Ciudad Juarez.

ENVIROMENTAL/SITE
ANALYSIS

ENVIROMENTAL/SITE

ANALYSIS

Context
The site of this proposal, a museum facility for El
Paso, is located on the edge of the El Paso Central Business
District.

Missouri Street serves as the northern border,

Santa Fe Street and the City Hall building as the west.
Franklin Street is located south and Oregon Street and the
El Paso Public Library on the eastern end.

The El Paso

museum structure will be proposed on the site of the Golden
Age Center and the parking area servicing the Public
Library.
As mentioned, the Golden Age Center is presently
sited in this area for the proposed museum.

The Center

covers only the western portion of the block between Santa
Fe and El Paso Streets.

The remainder of the site is a

grassy area bordered by a low stone wall.

The use of the

Golden Age Center is unknown but the city recommends that
the Center be relocated so that the museum can be sited at
the location.

By using the area for the museum, it would

help to establish and provide a unifying element in the
development of a cultural center/complex.

This center would

include the City Hall building, which is west of the site,
the Civic Center/Chamber of Commerce complex and a linking
element--the El Paso Museum.

Surrounding Elements/Views
In the area of this proposal, there are many
significant elements influencing the site.

As stated, the

City Hall building and Civic Center/Chamber of Commerce
complex are found west and southwest of the site,
respectively.

To the northwest is a landmark structure, the

Scottish Rite Temple, which was originally City Hall.

Also

northwest of the area is a historic housing district-presently utilized for lower class housing, but with great
potential for future development as a professional/retail
strip.

The El Paso Public Library, bordering the eastern

portion of the area, should be considered as an integral
element of this proposal.

South of the site is another

housing district; some of the old homes are occupied, while
others are in the process of being renovated for the use of
professional offices, primarily law.

Further south of the

housing area lies the heart of the Central Business District
(CBD).

In the CBD, there are three hotels, two of which

have been renovated and can serve this project and the
surrounding elements.

A major view from this area is that

of the Franklin mountain range.

The mountain range borders

the city on the extreme north and curves around to encompass
the area to the eastern edge.

The Franklin mountains are a

magnificent view and important element in the overall scheme
of El Paso.
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Climatology
The climate of El Paso is characterized by an abundance
of sunshine throughout the year, by high but not extremely
high daytime temperatures in summer and by very low
humidity, scanty rainfall, and relatively cool winters
typical of arid areas.
Rainfall in the El Paso area is too light for the
growth of any vegetation except desert plants.
is necessary for crops, gardens, and lawns.

Irrigation

More than half

of the yearly precipitation occurs in summer during brief,
but at times heavy, thunderstorms.

Small amounts of snow

fall nearly every winter, though snow cover rarely amounts
to more than an inch and seldom remains for more than a few
hours.
In summer the daytime temperature frequently rises
above 90 degrees Fahrenheit and occasionally above 100
degrees, but most summer nights are comfortable because the
temperature usually falls to the 60s. Winter days are
usually mild, for the temperature on an average day in
winter rises to 55 degrees to 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

The

temperature drops below freezing on about half the nights in
December and January.
The relative humidity averages about 51 percent in
early morning hours and gradually decreases in late
afternoon to 26 percent.

The higher the temperature, then

generally the relative humidity is considerably lower.

This

low humidity aids the efficiency of evaporative air coolers.
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used widely in residences and public buildings.
Sunshine is abundant the year round; it averages about
83 percent of the total time possible annually.

Because of

this great percentage of sunshine, evaporation in El Paso is
relatively high.
Duststorms and sandstorms are unpleasant features of
the weather in El Paso.

Although wind velocities are not

excessively high, the soil surface generally is dry and
loose and natural vegetation is sparse.

For this reason, a

moderately strong wind raises a considerable amount of sand
and other particles.

These storms are most frequent in

early spring.
The prevailing winds are northerly a little more than
half of the time, but it is from the north in winter and
from the southern direction in summer.

Microsite Access
The major roadway near the site is Santa Fe Street.
Traffic flow along this street is two-way.

Santa Fe Street

services the CBD, the Civic Center/Chamber of Commerce
complex and City Hall.

The street is also a major access

way to the residential areas north of the site.

Other

roadways surrounding the site are secondary and are very
lightly traveled.

The surrounding streets are Franklin,

Oregon, and Missouri streets.

El Paso Street intersects the

site, but no problems are foreseen in closing of the street
because it deadends at Missouri Street.

Oregon and Franklin
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Streets are two-way access, while Missouri Street, on the
northern border, is a one-way moving westward and changes to
a two-way flow west of Santa Fe street.
Pedestrian interaction within the area is relatively
low.

The greatest pedestrian activity is southeast of the

site at the San Jacinto Plaza.

The pedestrian interaction

of the museum site occurs along Oregon Street, which is the
site of the El Paso Public Library and along the path to the
San Jacinto Plaza,
The size of the site is approximately 86,400 square
feet (270' x 320") and is rectangular in shape with the
longer sides running east-west.

Geology
The soil in the area is classified as Gila soil and is
usually dry between depths of 7-20 inches.

It is

characteristically 63 inches deep with an average clay
content of 5 to 18 percent.

The amount of sand coarser than

very fine is more than 15 percent.

At levels 27 to 33

inches there are moist, thin layers with strong bedding
planes.

Below a depth of 40 miles, the sediments are

stratified and range from fine sand to silty clay.

Topography
The city of El Paso is at the base of the Franklin
Mountain range which encompasses the area.

The region is

characterized by sloping lands and mesas.

The site itself

has been built up and is presently fairly level.
Surrounding elements are constructed on sloping hills and
valleys.

Water is generally left standing in the lower

areas of the region.

Vegetation
Vegetation on the site is mainly deciduous trees which
are located on the outer perimeter.

Grassy areas surround

the present structure but mainly on the eastern end.

Utilities
Water mains of various sizes are connected to the site
on the east, north and west sides.

Sewer lines are located

on the east, south and west sides, also varying in size.

Drainage
Existing drainage on the west side of the proposed
structure is routed to the southwest onto Santa Fe Street,
and into a nearby concrete drainage canal.

Drainage on the

east side of the building is attained by a slight slope
directing the water onto Franklin Street.

Macrosite Features
Dominant features of the El Paso Region are:
1) Culture interaction
2) Franklin Mountain Range
3) Isolation from other cities
4) Desert climate
5) Transportation center (Airlines, Interstates,
etc.)
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Activity:

Governing/Administrating

Participants;

Staff members of the El Paso Museum of Fine
Arts

Description:

The activity includes the day-to-day business

cycle that makes it possible for the museum to operate
properly.

This activity is in direct relation with the

coordination of the museum's exhibits and functions
held within the structure.

This activity entails

organizing the shows, providing necessary services,
administering policy, scheduling programs/exhibits as
well as providing leadership within the museum.

This

activity will operate best with proper relationships
and hierarchy of the administrative system.

Activity:

Viewing/Displaying

Participants:

Description:

Visitors to the Museum and Staff

This activity is that of actually visiting the

museum and enjoying all it has to offer.

This activity

includes quick by-passers and those visitors which like
to investigate the various pieces exhibited.

As well

as viewing, there are those that actually set up the
exhibits.

This secondary activity entails organizing

and arranging the collect ion(s) to best enhance their
original intents.

This activity's optimum setting

would be situated in open, spacious, overwhelming, airy
and light space.

Activity:

Gathering/Discussi on

Participants;

Description;

Guests to the facility and staff

Gathering for small meetings within a complex

as this is very common.

This activity can range from

small civic gatherings to those of the congregating of
the board of trustees, museum officers, etc.

Other

functions within the space (s) could possibly be
lectures, presentations and governmental gatherings.
This activity could perform best with maximum
convertibility, openness with some degree of
restrictiveness.

Activity;

Informing

Participants;

Description:

Designated Staff of the El Paso Museum of Art

This activity entails directing/guiding the

visitors through and to various exhibits of the museum.
This activity incorporates informing the public of
lectures, educational benefits, new exhibits, and any
other program(s) of the museum.

It can also act as an

informal security system within the different exhibits.

Activity:

Listening

Participants;

Description;
listen.

Visitors to the Museums

There are numerous reasons that one may
In this activity it entails listening to guest

lectures/speakers, films, and small productions.

This

activity needs to take place in an area with good
acoustical effects to aid in the productions and/or
presentations.

With a facility such as this high

security is very important, therefore this activity
should be accessible from the exterior without
intruding into the museum proper.

This activity could

be performed at its best in a comfortable and
controllable space.

Activity:

Socializing

Participants:

Civic members, general public, and members of
the staff

Description;

This activity is that of congregating together

for receptions (private and public) special private art
showings, civic affairs, etc.

This activity is open to

all cultures and social classes.

Socializing is a very

popular social custom familiar to everyone.

This

activity would be best conducted in an elegant but
festive atmosphere and much grandeur.

Activity;

Shopping

Participants;

Staff and visitors of the El Paso Museum of
Art

Description:

As with many excursions, people enjoy

souvenirs/gifts that remind them of their past
experiences.

This activity entails gazing and

wandering through a small gift shop looking for the
"right" gift or souvenir for you or someone else.

It

doesn't have to serve the person that intends to buy
but more the visitors that are wanting to relax and
experience a completely different aspect of the museum,
The setting would be effective in a quaint and
inclusive space.

Activity:

Dining

Participants;

Description:

Staff and guests

This activity encloses formal and informal

dining opportunities.

The activity of formal dining

caters to structured meals mainly served in the evening
hours but also offering small lunches.

Informal

dining/eating activities include indoor snack areas and
also exterior vendor areas.

Relaxing and comfortable

settings are desirable along with a great access and
adaptability.

Activity:

Storing Art

Participants;

Description:

Staff members; workers

This activity is that of storing and/or

keeping of unused display or pieces being readied for
the exhibits.

As well as the actual pieces of art, the

museum also needs space for storing of displaying props
and materials.

The space should be secure and offer

order for preserving the arts.

Activity:

Working/Building Exhibits

Participants:

Description;

Builders and Exhibit Coordinators

The primary purpose of this activity is

assembling of the displays and traveling exhibits,
restoring various pieces for the permanent collection
and general preparation of art works such as fumigation
and cleaning.

This activity needs to be situated in an

efficient and orderly environment.

Activity:

Delivery/Receiving

Participants:

Description;

Operations Personnel

This activity entails loading and unloading of

goods, distributing supplies adequately, and offering
an ample storage space that connects to service and
preparation activity areas.

The participants should

have an efficient connection with the administrative
relations of delivery and payments for various goods.
The activity dictates a spacious and roomy space.

Activity;

Necessary

Participants:

Staff and guests of the El Paso Museum of
Art

Description;

This activity is one that is a very necessary

and daily activity of human beings—the disposal of
human waste.

This routine is one that need not be

neglected in such a facility as this.

Sanitation,

minimalness and starkness are features catering to this
activity.

Activity;

Protection/Security

Participants:

Description:

Security Officers

A high security level for the protection of

the art collections is a very needed activity.

There

are always derelicts visiting such facilities and the
visibility of some official hinders damages.

Not only

providing protection from destruction of the pieces,
there is also a concern for unwanted camera flashes,
refreshments, overactive children, etc., in restrictive
exhibit areas.

This activity encloses a noticeable

official, barrier, or the like, and one that is
efficient in his/her duties.

Activity;

Maintenance Storing

Participants;

Description:

Museum Janitors/Housekeepers

This activity entails storing of supplies that

aid in keeping the museum in tip-top shape, storing
cleaning fluids, buffers, mops, brooms and any other
supplies needed for use by the cleaning crews that
periodically come in.

It should be a compact and

adaptable area minimizing the emphasis of the activity
to the whole.

Activity;

Approaching

Participants;

Description;

Visitors to the Museum

Exciting, inviting, anticipating, curious--all

describe the effect that this activity might produce
for the visitor.

This activity includes the automobile

approach as well as that of the oncoming pedestrian.
Easy accessibility is a very important factor to
consider while producing this "mystical" effect.

Activity:

Storing of Vehicles

Participants;

Description:

Staff and guests

This activity encompasses the parking and

storing of various forms of transportation system which
are utilized by the staff and the visitors of the
museum structure.

The activity can be housed in a

space that is minimal, barren and cold in its
appearance,
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CONCEPTS

Form

The creation of a central core of the museum proper which
links to secondary exhibit areas.

The central core not only

serves as a main gathering space, but also provides
orientation within the structure when meandering through the
collection.
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As in any Museum setting there is the need for some form of
security; this project has a need for a medium security
level which can be enforced within a restrictive and
controlled entry.

E

The maximum percentage of ground cover ratio dictates the
museum proper to be a multi-level structure.

The multiple

levels provide equilibrium between the 2 existing public
structure—the ten-story City Hall and the single story of
the El Paso Public Library,

When displaying museum pieces desideration for the protection of the collection from solar aspects is of utmost
importance.

The form will accommodate the need for this

solar protection.

\

\V

Functional

The exhibition areas within the structure must necessitate
the convertibility of interior space(s) to accommodate the
various acquisitions by the museum.

A function of the structure is to provide a constant
orientation from the various exhibition areas to the main
lobby are of the Museum proper.

The accompanying diagram illustrates those activities which
require integration of spaces—a direct relationship.
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The purposes of the Museum proper (exhibits) and the service
and receiving contrast greater with one another, therefore
exhort these activities to be decentralized activities.

An indirection relationship is formulated between the
administration and the exhibits.

Being that the

administrators created the exhibits, there is a need for an
indirect interaction among the two areas.

The diagram represents a cohesive arrangement of the museum
activities with respect to the various relationships.^
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In developing dining/eating spaces one can consider 2
aspects:
2) s

1) informal interior and exterior eating areas;

tructured, formal meals with an accompanying atmosphere
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Movement

Continuous, cohesive exhibits aid in the expression and
appreciation of the arts.

Therefore a sequential flow of

the museum proper supports the art expressions/appreciations.

I

•o •
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As well as sequential flow there is also the exigency for
mixed flow allowing the viewers to move in and out of
various exhibit areas as wanted without experiencing the
whole-only segments.

A movement flow which allows for small groups to view and
enjoy the arts.

Movement

Continuous, cohesive exhibits aid in the expression and
appreciation of the arts.

Therefore a sequential flow of

the museum proper supports the art expressions/appreciations.

I

o

•

4

f
As well as sequential flow there is also the exigency for
mixed flow allowing the viewers to move in and out of
various exhibit areas as wanted without experiencing the
whole-only segments.

A movement flow which allows for small groups to view and
enjoy the arts.

There is a need for a vertical movement system(s) which can
be used for moving art and equipment as well as providing
vertical movement for the handicapped.

A public facility must be accessible by all citizens,
including the handicapped.

Ramped exhibits can provide a

means for all to experience the arts.

Pedestrian

The museum is sited within a civic area and just north of
the CBD; the area is an area of medium pedestrian traffic.
Therefore this site should cater to the pedestrian with the
automobile secondary.

'OW.

In establishing a pedestrian dominant area there is the need
to separate/isolate the vehicle from pedestrians.

While

isolating the vehicles one can provide accessibility to
surrounding structures.

-J^
Possible areas for high pedestrian interaction are near the
City Hall structure and between the proposed museum and the
existing Public Library.

f=^UAZAS
U^feAJt-^

HJ^EUM
«

«•

To enhance the pedestrian experience, an anticipated
pedestrian approach could be achieved by a meandering
pathway.

^wyf^
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Exterior

A Link with surrounding elements/structures through form(s),
materials, motifs, shapes, etc.

L

fc-.
.^LJ
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f4ALL

(I

•^

Lli'tZA^Y

As stated there is a need for a link with the surroundings
but an interdependence of neighboring buildings/elements is
also a requirement.

A Link with the museum proper and the exterior grounds aids
in light aspects as well as bringing the "exterior art" in.

In incorporating the site as an art center, one can bring
the art outdoors to an exterior multiple use space for
enhancing the arts on the exterior as well as the interior.
The space can provide a setting for music, plays, speakers.
etc.

L

^
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Access

New Traffic Patterns surrounding the museum site

SEE

MAP 2

ON

FOLLOWING

PAGE.

Service/Receiving Accessibility to the proposed museum and
the existing Public Library.

SEE

MAP 1

ON

FOLLOWING

PAGE.
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Users:

The users of the structure would be as follows:
• National and International
El Paso is one of the largest centers for
national and international traffic with its
International Airport and U.S. Interstate.
• All Ages (5-80 years)
• Professional (white collar), blue collar. Civic
clubs, women's clubs, children, art support groups,
etc.

Time uses are as follows:
• 8;00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Monday-Friday)
Regular Museum Hours
• 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. (Monday-Friday)
Dining purposes. Speaker Series, Civic meetings.
Art Association gatherings
• 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. (Weekends)
Receptions, dining. Civic parties

SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA

^
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SYSTEMS

PERFORMANCE

CRITERIA

structural
The components and systems comprising the structural
system of the museum shall meet and comply with all
applicable restrictions and requirements of the Uniform
Building Codes.

The structural elements and systems shall

coordinate with spatial needs of particular activity related
enclosures.

Particularly, structural elements will not

interfere with open spaces required for meeting and exhibit
spaces.

The components shall not block views, interrupt

circulation or penetrate spaces where the existence of
structural elements may harm the quality of the spatial
experience.

The adapted structural design should be

integrated with the design of mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, and circulatory systems.

Mechanical
Criteria for a mechanical system to be chosen will be
that of energy efficiency, economical in terms of
maintenance and life costs, and will best fit the activities
performed in the facility.

The system should be flexible so

that the temperature can be controlled in various spaces.
The system should have the capacity to maintain a 70°F
indoor temperature at 3'0" above the floor level with
outdoor design temperatures as 0°F winter dry bulb, 95°F
summer dry and 72°F wet bulbs.

The spaces should remain

relatively constant 24 hours a day to insure proper

preservation of the collection.

The HVAC system must also

accommodate the different areas of the building which are
affected by the exterior environment.

Exhaust fans should

be placed in the restroom areas as well as in paint and
workshop areas for the removal of odor and dust.

Partitions
Interior walls and partitions serve as dividers as
well as define elements of space both visually and
acoustically.

The thickness and composition of partitions

will be determined by the vertical and horizontal travel of
mechanical and electrical lines and the various outlets.

Electrical
The total electrical system comprises roughly 10-15% of
the gross building cost.

The use of electricity is an

integral part of exhibiting/displaying various pieces of
art.

Variation in electrical loads for different spaces

will be required.

Convenience outlets should be provided

when needed and in staff areas should be on each wall and no
more than 12 feet apart, using 3-prong duplex grounding
outlets.

Adequate lighting levels along with the variation

in light sources and location are required to satisfy everchanging needs and activities.

All wiring should be placed

in flexible conduits to eliminate breakage.

Natural

lighting should be utilized whenever possible without
threatening the various art objects.

Fluorescent lighting

should be used with caution because of its ability to
deteriorate some materials.

Fenestrations
The location and size of windows is a very critical
aspect when designing a museum.

The ultraviolet rays can

deteriorate, fade, and decompose various pieces of art.
Great care should be taken when considering fenestrations.
As well as being harmful to the collection, it is also a
large factor affecting a building's energy consumption.

The

use of double glazing will aid in the insulation qualities.

Conveying Systems
The purpose of this system is to provide direct
verticle transportation for the building's visitors and
movement of objects.

Factors to be considered when

determining the system(s) to be used are;
1) the type and volume of traffic to be served
2) the distanced traveled and desired speed.
The size, materials and structural requirements for each
type of system must also be considered.

These

considerations will determine the number of systems needed
as well as the electrical supply required.

Plumbing
All plumbing shall comply with the standards of the
Uniform Building Codes as well as the National Plumbing

Code.

Water and sewer lines are accessible from Franklin,

Missouri and El Paso Streets,

Because design considerations

affect the cost and maintenance of the plumbing service, the
plumbing layouts will need to be adapted to the museum
layout.

The system should be sized to eliminate vibrations

and noises in the pipe work as well as supply the water
needed.

Finishes
The wall surfaces must be durable and wear-resistant.
The finish, color, and texture should be compatible with the
wall system used.

Because of the walls serving as backdrops

for most of the art collection, the finishes must have
additional considerations.

Wall finishes make up

approximately 8% of the gross building cost.
The floor surfaces must support traffic and the
continued sliding of feet.

They should be durable, wear-

resistant and easy to maintain.

Floor finishes will make up

to 4% of the gross building cost.
The purpose of the ceiling finishes is to control the
spaces acoustically, to hide electrical wiring and the HVAC
system.
The visual properties of the wall, floor and ceiling
finishes is an important choice factor.

The designer must

consider the colors of these finishes to enhance the museum
aesthetically as well as to complement the arts.

The

designer must also consider the heating, plumbing, and

electrical wiring within or between each finish along with
access to these systems.

Security Systems
The systems will perform the function of controlled
access, intrusion alarm, and fire watch.

Trained security

personnel should be used in conjunction with these systems
The type of security needed is based on the facility type,
location, environment, internal security requirements and
the need for security from external sources.
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CASE

STUDIES

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
New York City, New York
Architect: Wright, Frank Lloyd
The structure was designed with clean, beautiful
surfaces and proportioned with the human in mind.
of the museum is that of a spiral.

The form

The spiral form creates

a continuous movement to aid in viewing the arts--producing
an easy downward drift.
The paintings are gently inclined, faced slightly
upward toward the viewer and the light in accord with the
upward sweep of the spiral.

The paintings are emphasized

features in themselves and are not hung "square" but
gracefully yield to the movement set up by the slightly
curving massive walls.

In the relationship of paintings to

the architecture, the character of the building itself
amounts to "framing." The flat plane of the picture thus
detached by the curve of the wall is presented to view much
as a jewel set in a signet ring.
The gentle upward and downward sweep of the main spiral
ramp itself serves to make the visitor more comfortable by
their very descent along the spiral viewing the various
exhibits.
Characteristics/Features of the Museum
° A semi-circular vestibule leads straight into the
main gallery.
° The spiraling ramp rises as an unbroken line to the
dome 92 feet above which is gradually revealed as one

moves into the central area.
• As one enters, entry is into the main gallery.
• Ramp Galleries are lit by a combination of fluorescent fittings between skylights and a lower sheet
of frosted glass.
• Walls and sloping floor are matte white and the
paintings seem to float against this background as
skylights illuminate the walls.
• The large spiral enclosure is among the most valuable
of the Guggenheim collection.

The Atlantic High Museum
Atlanta, Georgia
Architect: Richard Mieir
Recalling that museums originated in grand
residences/palaces where art was seen in natural light and
in a natural setting contrasting with the recent wave of
mu!
iseums whose striving for flexibility and a controlled
environment has led to an atmosphere of sterility and
"placelessness", Mieir has created a combination of the old
and new.

He designed an introverted structure focused on

the skylight atrium rimmed by galleries that, while lightcontrolled to conserve the object displayed, are enriched by
their communication with the luminous space of the atrium
and the incidental light from side glazings and
clerestories.
The High Museum is tucked between the bland concrete of
the Atlanta Memorial Arts Center and the handsome red brick
of the First Presbyterian Church.

Its context is not merely

defined by its location in a pedestrian-oriented neighborhood well served by public transport, but by the fact that
this now peaceful neighborhood lies squarely in the path of
Atlanta's northward development.

Most important, Mieir

correctly perceived the broadest context of the Museum to be
the hunger of a self-consciously progressive city for a
validating symbol of urbanity and cultural maturity.
The complexity of the curved and faceted building
volume derives from a deceptively simple four-quadrant

parti.

One quadrant is disengaged from the main building

and pivoted 45 degrees to create an independent but linked
auditorium and the "missing" element is replaced by a
fanlike atrium whose arcing glass wall dominates the
museum's principle facade as well as dominating the spaces
within.

The plan is further inflicted by a corner entry—a

crack--"through which the world rushes in" (Mieir).

The

entry diagonally bisects the building and throws tension
into its classical balanceThe entry begins at the street with a long sloping ramp
that leads visitors through a near-triumphal progression to
a piano-curved reception area.
In comparison with the Guggenheim, with its double ramp
climbing to surrounding galleries, the museum is a
"commentary" on Wright's seminal design.

It is, however, an

enlightened commentary in that the circulation and display
functions are clearly differentiated.

The design is a

"straightening-out" of the Guggenheim scheme—circumvented
lack of awkwardness; no right angle datum for displaying of
art and the impelling motion that discourages contemplative
viewing while preserving the inspired notion of a referent
central space-

Its design offers panoramas across the

atrium and from exhibit to exhibit.
The atrium with its glass walls and ceilings is the
most evident manifestation of what Mieir acknowledges to be
a "constant preoccupation with light", elsewhere expressed
through skylights and clerestories, ribbon glazing and

unexpected perforations of the museum's outer wall.
Mieir's Intent:

to present as the heart of Atlanta's

cultural life a building both physically and metaphysically
"radiant."
Exhibits:

permanent collection with a variety of special
exhibits.
main level:

entrance and administration

second level:
third level:

galleries for the applied arts
galleries for painting, prints, and
photography

fourth level:

loan exhibits and 20th century art

Kimbell Art Museum
Fort Worth, Texas
Architect: Louis Kahn
The 120,000 square foot building is set on the nineand-a-half-acre slope it occupies in the Amon Carter Square.
The viewer never has to experience a level change because
all viewing is done on one level, unlike many of the
important museums (i.e., the Museum of Modern Art in Los
Angeles, a high rise with elevators and moving stairs).
The Museum looks like no other museum for its cyclodial
vaults, self-supporting post-tensioned concrete construction
eliminates the need for interior supports.
not semi-circular.

The vaults are

They are graded curves that produce a

shape used by nature to provide maximum strength--the egg
and also like a sea shell.

The vaults cover a space 100

feet long and rest only on two-foot piers at the corners
which give maximum flexibility of the spaces.
On the main upper level, one will find all the
galleries, the 180 seat auditorium, the library and the
bookshop.

Below the far end from the reception area is

another floor, where the administration sector is located.
There is a third level which is completely underground that
accommodates the mechanical and electrical systems.

On the

main level—the only one of importance to the visitor—there
are garden patios and open sculpture courts, designed to
blend nature and art.
At the center of each cyclodial tube is a three-foot

slit, running lengthwise along the top.

Each slit is

covered with three layers of plastic, transparent skylights
which actually allows too much light to penetrate into the
space.
To emphasize the bond with nature and the "real world,"
the museum boasts 100 foot long windows and porches—all of
the supporting elements are visible.

The 100 foot windows

combined with the three-foot slit skylights provide no place
in the museum where you are not aware of changing natural
conditions of the world.

The inside changes—yellow, brown,

reddish—keeping in tune with what is happening on the
exterior.

When art is viewed in the changes that nature

produces, it makes the art richer and the viewer that much
enriched.
nature.

Art is not static—it changes with people and

San Antonio Museum of Art
San Antonio, Texas
Architects: Cambridge Seven
The museum is a transformation of the old Lone Star
Brewery.

At the time of its construction (1895-1904) the

building was technologically abreast of its time.

It used

cast iron columns and steel beams supporting a floor system
of brick and concrete vaults—the exterior is wrapped with
heavy masonry bearing walls.

The walls of masonry are

decorated with masonry arch windows and doors influenced by
the Romanesque Revival style inspired by the magnificent
Neo-Romanesque courthouse in San Antonio and adjacent to the
site.
The San Antonio Museum Association took the option to
purchase the brewery buildings because of its worthy
presentation as a landmark and also its location—along the
San Antonio River.
Cambridge Seven architects, primarily Peter Chermayeff
and Richard Towe.

Additions to the structure are skylights,

a footbridge, penthouse restaurant and an exterior stair
tower, all designed of a piece of common vocabulary of
structure and materials (gray tinted glass and dark metal)
denounces something different and new is going on in
contrast with the old yellow brick walls of the walls of the
brewery.
Visitors sense the galleries kinetically as they move
through them.

The art itself is very strongly perceived
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even as one simply passes by it since the pieces can be seen
from many angles and perspectives.

One may view the

collection in any sequence; the recommended route from the
main foyer is to enter the west, or higher, tower first and
proceed upward, by the stairs or glass elevator, floor by
floor.

The East and West towers are connected by a lower

central wing perfectly proportioned to contain the museum's
foyer and the auditorium and giftshop.
Movement is celebrated within the museum--incorporated
in two elevators--one in each tower shaft and are continuous
transparent, vertical showcases for the display of the
moving elevator cabs and their mechanisms.

The cabs are all

glass; the counter weights, wheels, gears and springs chrome
plated, announcing their functional beauty and transforming
them into kinetic sculpture.

From within the elevator art

is approached as never before; the transparency of the
assembly allows the visitor to see important objects of each
collection in sequence, and in four directions as one moves
from floor to floor.

Dallas Museum of Art
Dallas, Texas
Architect: Ed Barnes
Ed Barnes was chosen because of his commitment tc
:o
environment for art and its viewers. He shaped a building
that inflects in many ways to this developing edge of the
city (an area which is planned to be a sixty-acre Arts
District) .

Readily accessible from the commercial core, the

building presents its main entry and its prominent
characteristic silhouette to terminate the new tree-lined
boulevard that will form the spine of the Arts District.
The museum is a piece of urban design in itself.

The

form reads as a group of background structures, with a
prominent landmark--a vaulted block at its center.

Like a

fragment of cityscape, it offers the visitor various optimal
routes, which demands to be learned.
Main artery of the museum's circulation is a broad,
straight spine--entered from either end or at the middle.
Permanent installations lie mainly east of the spine, the
other facilities mainly to the west.

The spine of the

museum steps down from south to north-, following the
terrain, while permanent galleries step up toward the north.
The symbolic centerpiece of the complex--inside and
outside—is the tall vaulted space that crosses the spine at
its midpoint.

Equivalent to the traditional Great Hall or

Rotunda, it is also the first of the permanent exhibition
galleries and the lobby for the arts district entrance.

crossing the vaulted space is a pair of transcepts marking a
secondary axis that reaches from the gardens toward the
upper galleries.
Viewing conditions are not uniform; paintings on
perimeter walls will be receiving varying amounts of
tempered skylight, works on interior partitions lit only by
incandescent downlights, except for those receiving daylight
from the central courts.

Direct sunlight from the courts

strike only durable sculpture.

Lighting levels consistently

drop from tier to tier, so that they are lowest for the
Chinese scrolls and Peruvian textiles in the top gallery.
The color of the wall also subtly darkens from near white in
the Contemporary portion, to a limestone color in the East
Gallery.

The vast scale of the Contemporary section is

followed by a variety of spaces in the upper galleries, some
like rooms in fine houses, some like 19th Century public
galleries, all fitting comfortably under a fourteen-foot
ceiling,
Other facilities--auditorium, library and offices—fit
nicely under the toplighted gallery.

Also incorporated into

this area is the "gateway" introductory exhibits, grouped
with an orientation theater and a museum shop and a 9500
square foot temporary exhibition space.
The museum gardens are laid out in rectangles that
interlock, in roughly checkerboard fashion, with the
building modules.

There is an austerely symmetrical entry

garden to the east leading into the "gateway" area.

The

court is an arrangement of limestone terraces around a
graveled center.

At the south end of the museum, a similar

square garden extends south into a larger walled space,
interlaced with water troughs.
The unifying element of this plan/structure is a skin
of Indiana Limestone—neutral and nonreflective.

The

continuous surfaces reflect the Minimalist aesthetic that
Barnes has long pursued, but also a more current inclination
toward Primitivism.

The limestone is continued indoors,

lining both floors and walls of the spine.

As one moves

deeper into the structure, stone is replaced by other
materials, however, stone is retained very effectively for
stairs and for bases and border strips that delineate
perimeter walls.

The Contemporary Arts Museum
Houston, Texas
Architect: Gunnar Birkerts
Most new museum buildings have veered away from the
traditional with more rhetoric than truth.

This building

offers one good instance in which a courageous and
imaginative departure from proven concepts has produced
remarkable results.
The museum is a parallelogram shape that was arrived at
by squeezing a 100 foot square.

Without cutting down on

space, by "squeezing the square," the architect was able to
conform to the lot, accommodating projects with an extreme
linear dimension and suggesting an expanse greater than
actually provided.

The shape has symbolic implications.

The angled wall planes both reflect and deflect traffic,
recognizing the changing street grid of Houston, which at
this point pivots on the Fine Arts Museum.
The building acts as a minimal metal-block sculpture.
The vertical strips of stainless steel covering the exterior
are so reflective and the points where the walls converge
elude the eye's grasp so effectively, that in the hard Texas
sun the museum performs a "disappearing act." This seems
altogether appropriate for a museum that does not want to be
a museum in the most freewheeling way.
spanned by an exposed space frame.

The interior is

Free standing partitions

subdivide the display area when required—the impression is
one of openness.

DOCUMENTATION
Site Selection

The site was chosen for many reasons.
inate influences,

THe following issues were dom-

l) The site is located on two important edges of the city

which need a focal impact.

The site edged the CBD and a residential area fo

El Paso . 2) Alinking element with the Civic Center Plaza, the City Hall and
the Public Llhraryshould be incorporated into the area.

3) To reinforce a

present learning facility—The El Paso Public Library. 4) IH 10 is located
two blocks north of the site and a major accessway to/from the highway connects with the area.

Design Process

El Paso has a climate very well suited for outdoor involvement year
round, with this climate I thought an emphasis on exterior activity nodes
whould be proper (ie.; exterior courts, entertainment area, etc...). The
exterior space utilized was an exterior entry court of some sort servicing
the various activities of the facility letting one choose the direction of
progression through the activities. After working

6n the design, an idea

developed with the court but it was a "sterile" and unexciting concept. At
this point mood drawings were done to help grasp the feeling wanted for this
particular project.

Pastel drawings proved to be a great inspiration. The

drawings expressed the feel wanted and needed for this design.

One pastel

was "exploding" and vivid—from this I chose to "explode" activity elements
within a': rigid grid replicating the city grid of El Paso.

The first idea

from this concept was an open air grid covering a court with the "pieces"
housing the activities—a fragmented idea was the result.
many problems.

This idea had

Two major problems were security and orientation/entry.

The decision was made to enclose the court which inturn allowed the pieces
to open up and create a more fluid design.

With the open court now enclosed

reduced security problems because the entry could be more controlled. Another
aspect of security was servicing areas that functioned past normalmuseum
hours with opening up the museum exhibit areas.
from the exhibit areas.

These elements were "separated'

THe elements separated are the restuarant, auditorium

and the multi-use space. A separation also occurred in facilitying administration spaces and the Exhibits.
T|ie site is a high pedestrian activity area.

This influenced me to

create a pedestrian area with the vehichle being completely separated from
the site with the exception of service vehicles. El Paso street, which bisects the library and the museum site was developed into a pedestrain prominade.

Trellissed walks protect the user from the arid climate and tremen-

dous summer heat.
the museum.

The walks start the progression into the entry plaza of

Along the walks and in the green areas, sculpture sets the mood

exposing one to the arts in and out. Ss, stated earlier, the vehicle has
been removed from the site and located on an adjacent lot. The site is
accessible from the parking area by a below-grade route connecting with a
pedestrian transfer ramp. A second PTR Occurs on the southwest corner of
the site to service the Civic Center Plaza.

Plans
The lower level houses maintance and workshop spaces and another area for
the public conference and the multi-use space.

The ground level services

the two entries(Civic Entry and Park Entry), administration spaces and exhibit
spaces.

Detached from the museum proper on the ground level is the auditorium.

The upper Ivel primarily contains the exhibit spaces with roof terraces off
of the various collections.

The restaurant is also located on the upper

level with a roofterrace expanding its services to the exterior.
Exhibits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Sculpture Atrium
Local Expressions
Popular Culture
Contemporary
Painting/sketches
Ceramics/jewelry
Temporary

Materials

Structure:

Steel column and beam

Exterior Surface:

Enameled metal panels in the colors of salmon, teal,
and purple.

